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4.1 Bandits

Bandits are a form of online (adaptive) experiments; i.e. samples are drawn sequentially,
and chosen based on the results of previous samples. They don’t usually show up in DOE
texts, but they should!

4.1.1 The Usual (Offline) Approach

We have k treatments, and wish to determine which is best, on average. Obtain samples Xij

for i = 1, . . . , nj, j = 1, . . . , k and compute

µ̂j = X̄·j =
1

nj

nj∑
i=1

Xij,

for each j = 1, . . . , k. We then pick

j∗ = argmax
1≤j≤k

µ̂j,

and take this as our best treatment.

4.1.2 Alternative (Online) Approach

The idea behind the online approach is that we learn about the treatments as we perform
the experiment. We continue to try all j = 1, . . . , k, but choose the best option more often.
This is the idea behind the bandit.1

Thompson propsed the following approach in 1933, in the context of clinical trials. Fol-
lowing the notation above, choose j with probability Pr = Pr(j is best). We will give a
concrete example of this in a (simple) example below. Bandits are starting to gain popular-
ity, and enjoy optimality properties.

A simpler approach suggested by Box, Hunter, Hunter is to perform a sort of moving
experiment performing sequential optimization. Choose a set of samples in one region of
parameter space, update based on results, and repeat. This was originally propsed in the
context of industrial processes.

1The term ‘bandit’ comes from ‘one-armed bandit’, another name for slot machines. Old slot machines
have a single lever, to which the ‘one-arm’ refers. They are ‘bandits’ in the sense that they take your money.
While one-armed bandits are not very interesting, k-armed bandits are somewhat more interesting – if you
are forced to play, which arm should you pull to minimize your loss? Mathematicians formulated and studied
this problem; e.g. Lai and Robbins.
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Bandits have also been used to serve advertisements along with articles. They have
similar applications in auctions, etc.

4.1.3 Bandit Concepts

Suppose we have some k options to pick from at time t; we choose option i which pays off
randomly. Define the payoff at time t to be

Xit ∼ νi,

where νi is the distribution for choice i. We choose It ∈ {1, . . . , k} sequentially, and
obtain XItt. Thus, we can only learn about the νi through the XItt we observe. We define
the best choice to be

i∗ = argmax
1≤i≤k

µi,

where µi ≡ E(Xi). The choice of i∗ pays

µ∗ = max
1≤i≤k

µi,

on average. The aim of a bandit is to pick the It intelligently; in order to minimize our
regret. Regret can be defined various ways; if we play for n total timesteps, we may define

R̄n = nµ∗ − E(
n∑
t=1

µIt),

Rn = max
1≤i≤k

n∑
t=1

(Xit −XItt),

where Rn is the regret, and R̄n is the pseudo-regret. There are various ways to optimize
regret; one such method is through the Upper Confidence Bound (UBC) heuristic.

4.1.4 Upper Confidence Bound Heuristic

Figure 1 depicts a possible scenario for the middle of a bandit procedure. Based on data
collected so far, we have the depicted confidence intervals for the three different treatment
groups. Treatment A has the greatest possibility – it may be the case that the true distri-
bution for A is skewed higher than we’ve seen so far. Treatment B has the highest mean, so
it seems like a better bet on average. Treatment C has the highest lower bound, so it seems
like a less risky bet than the others. Which treatment should we choose next?

The Upper Confidence Bound (UBC) heuristic suggests we pick A in this case. There is
both the potential for greater gains, and the opportunity to learn more about A (tightening
its confidence bounds). We will discover whether A is good. Asymptotically, the UBC
heuristic is optimal in R̄n and Rn.
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Figure 4.1. Example treatment confidence intervals, based on observations taken so far; note that A has
the greatest upper bound, B the greatest mean, and C the greatest lower bound.

Note that our confidence level drops in the finite n setting. E.g. if we use 95% confidence
intervals, we have

Xi· ±
1.96Si√

ni
,

where the bounds shrink as ni grows. Alternatively, in the n → ∞ setting, we may
compute an alternative regret

∞∑
t=1

(µ∗ − E(µIt))θ
t,

where 0 < θ < 1 is a chosen discount factor. This approach yields a fixed confidence
level. (I didn’t understand this fully, and am probably explaining it poorly.)
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4.1.5 Modern Bandit Versions

There are many modern versions of the bandit procedure, which deal with various issues:

• Many arms, e.g. news stories

• Adversarial payoffs, e.g. spam

• Many parameters, e.g. story is weather

• Constraints, e.g. budget

• Drifting payoffs, so called ‘restless bandits’

• Linked payoffs, e.g. electric grid

4.1.6 Thompson Sampling

Thompson Sampling is a Bayesian approach to bandits – this implies that we will define a
prior and liklihood function, and yield a posterior distribution. In this approach, at each
timestep t we pick It = i with probability Pr = Pr(µi largest). In the special case of
Bernoulli bandits, we can derive an analytic posterior distribution – this is detailed below.

Suppose that for i = 1, . . . , k we have Xit ∈ {0, 1} with unknown Bernoulli parameter.
Then our variables follow

Xit =

{
0 Pr = 1− µi
1 Pr = µi

,

and we choose a uniform prior µi ∼ U(0, 1) = Beta(1, 1). We choose to use an equiv-
alent Beta distribution, as it gives us a conjugate prior.2 Recall that a Beta distribution
Beta(α, β) has a PDF proportional to xα−1(1− x)β−1 with α, β > 0, and has an expectation
E(Beta(α, β)) = α

α+β
.

Note that if we have µ ∼ Beta(α, β) and X ∼ Ber(µ), then µ|X ∼ Beta(α+X, β+1−X)
– this is the aforementioned conjugate prior property. In our Thompson Sampling procedure,
after Si successes and Fi failures, we will have a posterior µi ∼ Beta(1+Si, 1+Fi). Combining
these elements, we can define the following algorithm.

2A conjugate prior is a distribution chosen such that our posterior distribution remains in the same family
as our prior. This is a useful property!
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for i = 1, . . . , k do . Initialize
Si ← 0, Fi ← 0

end for . Main Loop
for t = 1, . . . , n do

for i = 1, . . . , k do
θi ∼ Beta(Si + 1, Fi + 1)

end for
It ← argmaxi θi
XIt,t ← (Observation)
SIt ← SIt +XIt,t

FIt ← FIt + (1−XIt,t)
end for

Note: Drawing θi as above allows us to pick according to the proper probabilities.
Also note: This approach is easier than messing with confidence intervals, and we can

modify the procedure to update offline rather than online. If available, one may incorporate
pre-existing data into the prior.

Also also note: There is theory to support this approach; some results are summarized
below.

4.1.7 Theory: Agrawal & Goyal (2012, Microsoft Research)

Agrawal and Goyal analyzed the Thompson Sampling procedure for multi-armed bandits.
To illustrate one of their results, consider the k = 2 case, and without loss of generality
assume µ1 is best, with ∆ = µ1 − µ2 ≥ 0. Then Thompson Sampling gives

E(Rn) = O

(
log n

∆
+

1

∆3

)
Note that:

1. We have E(Rn)/n = O(log n/n), which tends to zero as n→∞

2. We have worse E(Rn) for ∆ small

Recent theory (Grid Science 2017) has shown that the Thompson Sampling procedure is
actually even better than this. Generally, for k > 3 we have

E(Rn) = O

(
(
k∑
i=2

1

∆2
)2 log n

)
.

Aside: The UCB heuristic is also O(log n/∆).
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4.1.8 Modified Algorithm for a Bounded Variable

Suppose our response is continuous rather than Bernoulli. We can attempt to modify the
procedure to handle this case. If our possible response values lie in some finite interval(s),
we can normalize 0 ≤ Xit ≤ 1 and compute

for i = 1, . . . , k do . Initialize
Si ← 0, Fi ← 0

end for . Main Loop
for t = 1, . . . , n do

for i = 1, . . . , k do
θi ∼ Beta(Si + 1, Fi + 1)

end for
It ← argmaxi θi
XIt,t ← (Observation)
Y ∼ Ber(XIt,t) . Draw Bernoulli based on response
SIt ← SIt + Y
FIt ← FIt + (1− Y )

end for

Note: There is (asymptotic?) theory to support this approach, but it is an open question
whether or not it is a good idea in practice.

4.1.9 Bandits vs A/B Testing

On any post on A/B testing on any hacker site, there will inevitably be someone claiming that
bandits are a superior approach.3 The ‘best’ approach is almost surely problem dependent.

One advantage of the bandit approach is that the procedure adapts automatically. How-
ever, one could argue that this is a disadvantage, as it requires that we ‘waste’ effort discov-
ering behavior – our procedure is not optimized a priori. Additionally, we may miss some
insight by formulating a bandit problem:

One of Prof. Owen’s students worked at Microsoft on their search engine. During their
tenure there, a bug found its way into the search results, where the ranked items were
shown in reverse order. Since the ‘top’ results were not appealing, users tended to click
on ads rather than actual search results! This insight was discovered through A/B testing;
a randomized control experiment can give us a causal story. An adaptive procedure may
converge to optimized results, but does not guarantee causal inference.

Finally, bandits have not caught on in some fields. For instance, ethical issues (and the
FDA) discourage using a bandit formulation in clinical trials. This is curious, as Thompson
originally proposed this procedure in the context of clinical trials!

3The converse is also true.
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4.2 Benefits of Randomization

Randomization is great! Let’s illustrate why with an example. Suppose we have 10 plots of
land, and aim to compare tomatoes A and B. Consider the following experimental designs,
depicted in Table 1.

Design 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 A A A A A B B B B B
2 A B A B A B A B A B
3 A B B B A A B A A B

Table 4.1. Example designs for tomato experiment.

Design 1 is a terrible idea; what if there is a fertility gradient in the land? This will
strongly bias the results. Design 2 should negate this gradient effect, but is still susceptible
to periodic effects. Design 3 is randomly generated – we expect that it will perform ‘better’
than the other designs in some sense. To quantify the differences between these designs, let’s
study a test statistic one might use to infer differences between the two treatments.

4.2.1 Example t-Test Comparison

Consider the (un-normalized) t statistic

(ȲA· − ȲB·)− (µA − µB) = ēA· − ēB·,

where the ē terms are treatment error terms. Our null hypothesis H0 is that the treat-
ments A and B are the same; under this assumption the statistic above would be zero.
However, our experimental design may bias the statistic away from zero; this could lead to
us incorrectly rejecting H0!

As a concrete example, let’s suppoese there exists a fertility gradient, which manifests
as E(ei) = c(i − 5.5), for some constant c ∈ R. That is, there exists some linear fertility
gradient across the field. Under this gradient, the statistic above would suffer the following
biases, shown in Table 2.

Design Bias
1 −5c
2 −c
3 3

5
c

Table 4.2. Summary of bias values for fertility gradient example

As expected, Design 1 exhibits a very strong bias. Design 2 has a comparatively weaker
bias, which is expected as it was designed to do so. However, Design 3 has an even smaller
(in magnitude) bias! Randomization tends to give designs which are robust against these
effects.

For another comparison, suppose the plots are correlated with their nearest neighbor, in
the following way
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Corr(ei, ej) ≡ E =


1 i = j
ρ |i− j| = 1
0 else

This leads to a variance in response given by

V (ȲA· − ȲB·) =
σ2

25
νTEν,

=
2

5
σ2 +

ρσ2

25
κ,

= 25σ2(10 + ρκ)

where ν ∈ (±1)10 is a vector which describes the experimental design, and κ varies based
on design. The quantities for the different designs are summarized in Table 3.

Design νT κ
1 (+1,+1,+1,+1,+1,−1,−1,−1,−1,−1) 14
2 (+1,−1,+1,−1,+1,−1,+1,−1,+1,−1) -18
3 (+1,−1,−1,−1,+1,+1,−1,+1,+1,−1) 2

Table 4.3. Summary of results for variance example

Design 1 has the largest variance; it is overall a very poor design. Design 2 has the least
variance, while Design 3 sits in the middle.4 Selecting between Design 2 and Design 3 requires
that we make a tradeoff between bias and variance. However, in general randomization tends
to balance adjacency effects. Box, Hunter, and Hunter note that randomization allows us to
perform our usual statistical tests without accounting for the complicated minutiae of our
design – randomization makes t-tests safer.

4An observant reader may worry that Design 2 has negative variance. This is not the case, as the
requirement that E be positive-semidefinite puts constraints on the value of ρ.
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